
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

   •  Sales & Marketing Director with 15 years of experience within the IT infrastructure
industry for bluechip companies such as IBM, Oracle, & HP. 

   •  Successfully closed 82 million USD worth of sales in 2015, a 45% increase from the 
year before

   •  Oversaw setup of new office in Hong Kong. Hired pioneer group of sales executives 
and led team to capture over 20 million USD of sales within 12 months.and led team to capture over 20 million USD of sales within 12 months.

   •  Created new range of product offerings optimized for developing markets in APAC.
New product range has revenues of USD $38 million and is becoming a new 
cornerstone of company strategy. 

KEY SKILLS

   •   Business Development Strategy      •  Business Process Optimisation
   •   Marketing Campaigns             •  Key Account Management
   •    •  Regional P&L Management         •   Enterprise Sales

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

SALES & MARKETING DIRECTOR (ASIA PACIFIC)               Jan 2013 - Present
ORACLE, HONG KONG

   •  Direct staff of 30 to manage all APAC sales & marketing activities. Manage portfolio 
of 80 clients with total turnover of USD $82 million per annum

   •  Conceptualise and implement regional marketing, business development, and sales
strategies, with full P&L responsibilitystrategies, with full P&L responsibility

   •  Oversaw studies of market trends, competitor activity, client requirements, and
regional infrastructure development. Identify opportunities for business growth and 
position optimum product offerings to clients.

   •  Research and profile sales leads, specialising in Fortune 500 companies operating in
emerging markets in APAC. Perform C-level engagement to sell enterprise-level IT 
products and services, and lead negotiations with clients to close million-dollar deals 

   •   •  Serve as brand ambassador during international industry conferences, including GOTO
and ITEXPO. Network with industry leaders, key client decision makers and media 
representatives, and conduct pre- and post-conference PR activities
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The HR likely has limited industry 
understanding (no IT 
background). Use language 
they’re familiar with (phrases in 
job ad) to increase your chances 
of an interview callback! 

John’s 
WINNING CV

This opening line perfectly 
captures a strong summary 
of the client’s career. 

These skills are the ones 
mentioned in the job 
advertisement. Mirror them 
to get past the CV scanners.  

The opening line captures all 
the reader needs to know 
about this role.

Naming major industry events 
shows you have the skills to 
represent the company on the 
world stage.

Put your best achievements 
up top. Numbers always 
impress the reader.

As far as possible, cite 
metrics to substantiate your 
achievements. Do however 
be wary of your company’s 
confidentiality clause. 

For complex projects like 
this, it’s a good idea to break 
them up and focus on 
achievements.

This shows analytical skills and 
experience interacting with 
senior management. Useful in 
any industry.

This may seem like frivolous, 
but it’s a very valuable skill set. 
South East Asia has very 
different laws in each country 
which are difficult to understand 
and comply with. MNCs will 
value a candidate who can 
navigate these complexities.navigate these complexities.

A single line is sufficient for a 
junior position so long ago.

There’s no need to list your 
references; if HR is 
interested in you they will 
ask you for them.


